
Targeted therapies improve patient outcome; hence, the 

quest continues for novel biomarkers and therapeutic 

targets for breast cancer. One such attempt is described 

in the previous issue of Breast Cancer Research, in which 

Katchman and colleagues [1] investigated the role of 

quiescin sulfydryl oxidase 1 (QSOX1) in luminal B breast 

cancer. Over the past 13 years, hierarchical clustering of 

gene expression profi les in patient tumors has been used 

to divide breast cancer into four main subtypes: basal-

like, HER2+ (human epidermal growth factor receptor 

2-positive), luminal A and luminal B [2-5]. Th e luminal 

subtypes were originally grouped together on the basis of 

their luminal epithelial-like gene expression profi les, 

including the presence of estrogen receptor (ER) [2]. 

However, they are now recognized as diff erent diseases. 

Compared with luminal A, luminal B is more aggressive 

and has higher recurrence rates and shorter survival 

times after relapse [4]. Moreover, the overall survival of 

patients with untreated luminal B is similar to that of 

high-risk patients with basal-like and HER2+ breast 

cancers [6,7]. It is thus imperative that biomarkers and 

therapeutic targets be developed for luminal B disease. 

One of the most prominent features of luminal B tumors 

is their higher grade and proliferative index. For example, 

proliferation genes such as Cyclin B1 and MKI67 are 

more highly expressed in luminal B versus luminal A 

subtypes [6]. However, the immunohisto chemical (IHC) 

detection of Ki67 as a surrogate for proliferation was 

recently deemed insuffi  cient to clearly distinguish 

luminal A and B [8]. Th us, defi nitive delinea tion of these 

subtypes is still lacking and the hunt for specifi c bio-

markers continues. Katchman and colleagues [1] suggest 

that QSOX1 may serve as both a biomarker and thera-

peutic target for luminal B breast cancer.

QSOX1 is a secreted enzyme that catalyzes the oxi da-

tion of thiols to disulfi de bonds during protein folding, 

increasing protein stability [9]. Katchman and colleagues 

[10] previously showed that QSOX1 increases the inva-

sive potential of a pancreatic cancer cell line by activating 

matrix metalloproteinase (MMP) 2 and 9. In the present 

study, the authors employed the Gene expression-based 

Outcome for Breast cancer Online (GOBO) algorithm, a 
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previous issue of Breast Cancer Research, Katchman 

and colleagues address this need by demonstrating 

that quiescin sulfydryl oxidase 1 (QSOX1), a secreted 

enzyme involved in post-translational modifi cations, is 

associated with poor prognosis in patients with luminal 

B breast cancer. The authors further determined that 

this protein promotes breast cancer proliferation and 

invasion. Collectively, these studies suggest that QSOX1 

is a predictive biomarker for luminal cancers and that it 

may be a useful target for elusive luminal B disease.
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software analysis of Aff ymetrix data pooled from 11 

public data sets [11], to investigate QSOX1 expression in 

the context of breast cancer. According to GOBO, 

QSOX1 is highly expressed in luminal A and B breast 

cancer subtypes but is less expressed in HER2-enriched 

and basal tumors [1]. Notably, QSOX1 expression was 

associated with poor relapse-free and overall survival 

rates in patients with luminal B cancers and with reduced 

overall survival in patients with luminal A cancers but 

was not associated with progression when all breast 

cancers were pooled together. Th ese results suggest that 

QSOX1 may be a specifi c prognostic indicator for luminal 

tumors. IHC staining for QSOX1 on a 153-patient tissue 

microarray (TMA) showed that while QSOX1 was absent 

in normal breast tissue, its expression was strongly 

correlated with higher tumor grade and high Ki-67 

expression, both hallmarks of the luminal B subtype [1]. 

Molecular classifi cations did not accompany the TMA; 

thus, attribution of QSOX1 expression to luminal B 

subtypes can only be implied. Consistent with GOBO 

and IHC analyses, however, there was increased QSOX1 

expression in luminal-like MCF7, MDA-MB-453, ZR 75, 

and BT474 in comparison with basal-like BT459 and 

MDA-MB-231 cell lines. Knocking down QSOX1 with 

short hairpin RNA (shRNA) in MCF7, BT474, and BT459 

cells decreased cell growth, suggesting a role for QSOX1 

in proliferation. Furthermore, post-translational activa-

tion of MMP-9 was implicated in QSOX1-incited cellular 

invasion. Although this is the fi rst publication correlating 

QSOX1 expression with the hallmarks of luminal B 

breast cancer, confi rmation of these fi ndings in an animal 

model as well as subset-stratifi ed patient samples are 

important next steps.

Th e fi ndings in this article are similar to those indepen-

dently reported by Soloviev and colleagues [12] earlier 

this year. Th ey used expressed sequence tag (EST) and 

serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) databases 

together with real-time polymerase chain reaction of 

cDNAs from 50 normal and malignant breast tissues to 

determine that QSOX1 is not expressed in the normal 

breast and that it is positively correlated with clinical 

stage. In contrast, a study by Pernodet and colleagues 

[13] (recently published in this journal) reported that 

QSOX1 overexpression in breast cancer is associated 

with good clinical outcome, as QSOX1 levels were 

inversely correlated to clinical grade and associated with 

a higher metastasis-free survival. In this study, in vitro 

experiments using cell lines revealed that QSOX1 

decreases cellular proliferation, invasion, and clonogenic 

potential [13]. In addition, in vivo experi ments using 

mouse xenografts showed that tumor development was 

enhanced in MDA-MB-231 breast cancer cells in which 

QSOX1 was knocked down as compared with control 

cells. It should be noted that molecular classifi cation was 

not taken into account for the QSOX1 mRNA analyses in 

the study by Pernodet and colleagues, as was done in the 

study by Katchman and colleagues [1]. Th is may have 

altered Pernodet and colleagues’ interpretation of the 

data regarding the role of QSOX1 in breast cancer 

progression and metastasis-free survival, and may have 

concealed subtype-specifi c trends. Sample size diff er-

ences may also account for some of the contro versial 

results between these studies: Pernodet and colleagues 

accessed a cohort of 217 patient samples, whereas the 

GOBO analysis used by Katchman and colleagues en-

compassed data from 1,881 patients. More over, the IHC 

analysis conducted by Katchman and colleagues was far 

more extensive. Hence, their study may have had more 

power to detect subtype-specifi c phenomena. Th e major 

diff er ences observed regarding the eff ects of QSOX1 on 

the behavior of breast cancer cell lines are, however, per-

plex ing. Th e results published by Katchman and colleagues 

and Pernodet and colleagues are opposite, with QSOX1 

having pro- and anti-tumorigenic proper ties, respect-

ively. Th is discordance illustrates the need to further 

elucidate the role of QSOX1 in breast cancer by using 

additional models such as primary cells and genetically 

engineered mice.

Although several agents are currently undergoing 

clinical trials targeting key signaling pathways in luminal 

B breast cancer (reviewed in [14]), it is important to 

continue looking for candidates specifi cally addressing 

this and other cancer subtypes off ering poor prognoses. 

While their work clearly warrants further substantiation, 

preferably in animal models, the focus by Katchman and 

colleagues on luminal B breast cancer, considered to be 

the most aggressive form of ER+ breast cancer [14], is 

both timely and laudable.
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